
1. Which one of the following is a hormonal 
mechanism in aggression?

2. Which one of the following statements about 
genetic factors in aggression is false?

3. Briefly explain the role of serotonin in 
aggression.

4. Outline the role of the limbic system in 
aggression.

5. Explain the role of hormonal mechanisms in 
aggression.

8. Outline the role of genetic factors in 
aggression.

9. Jack’s mother is convinced that he has inherited the 
MAOA gene; however, she does not fully understand 
how the gene causes aggression. Explain the role of 
the MAOA gene in aggression to help Jack’s mother 
understand.

6. Referring to the case study in item A, explain 
the difference between primary and secondary 
data.

7. Explain one limitation of using a case study 
in this investigation.

12. Explain one limitation of explaining 
aggression in terms of either neural or 
hormonal mechanisms.

11. Outline one research study that supports 
neural mechanisms as an explanation for 
aggression.

10. Evaluate the role of genetic factors in 
aggression.
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aggression: neural & hormonal mechanisms

Aggression

Item A
A psychologist was interested in the role of neural mechanisms in aggression and carried 
out a case study of a child with a history of unprovoked aggression; the child had damage 
to his amygdala. The child had been abandoned in infancy and adopted at 18 months of 
age. However, his adopted parents quickly began to struggle with his aggression and other 
unusual behaviours. The psychologist conducted some tests as well as some observations 
and interviews of her own, but also made use of brain scans, medical reports and reports 
completed by social workings.

Item B
Jack’s teachers are very worried about his aggressive behaviour. When they explained this to 
his mother, she said Jack was just like his father and his grandfather. She also said that she left 
Jack’s father when he was a toddler, because of the way that he treated them both. She has 
read about the MAOA gene and is convinced that Jack has inherited it from his father.
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A. The MAOA gene has been linked to aggression.
B. Genes have been found to interact with early trauma.
C. DZ twins show higher concordance for aggression 
than MZ twins.
D. Genes have been shown to account for 40 to 50% of 
the variance in aggression.

 A. Serotonin
 B. Testosterone
 C. Dopamine
 D. GABA

SAMPLE



neural & hormonal mechanisms suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. The psychologist (in Item A) decided to follow-up her case study using a small group of partici-
pants recruited from a hospital. Explain how the psychologist would turn her case study into a labo-
ratory experiment. (4 marks)
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1. Answer: B. Testosterone 2. Answer: C. DZ twins show higher concordance for aggression 
than MZ twins.

3. Answer: Low levels of serotonin have been linked to aggression 
as serotonin normally has an inhibitory effect on the brain. If an 
individual’s serotonin levels are too low, this could make it difficult 
to control aggressive impulses. 

4. Answer: The limbic system plays a key role in how an individual 
assesses and responds to environmental threats and challenges. 
The hypothalamus is responsible for the regulation of the 
autonomic nervous system, which then regulates responses to 
emotional circumstances. For example, an aggressive response 
to a perceived threat. The amygdala is responsible for attaching 
emotional significance to sensory information, and the reactivity 
of the amygdala has been shown to be an important predictor of 
aggressive behaviour. 

5. Answer: Testosterone has a role to play in regulating social 
behaviours. Increases in testosterone levels seem to increase 
amygdala reactivity during the processing of social threat, leading 
to aggression. However, according to the dual-hormone hypothesis, 
high levels of testosterone only lead to aggressive behaviour 
when levels of cortisol are low. When cortisol levels are high, 
testosterone’s influence on aggression is blocked.

8. Answer: Family, twin and adoption studies have suggested 
that aggression might be inherited. The MAOA gene has been 
implicated in aggression, as this gene is responsible for the 
activity of the MAOA enzyme which ‘mops up’ neurotransmitters 
(especially serotonin) after a nerve impulse has been transmitted. 
A dysfunction in the operation of this gene can lead to abnormal 
activity of the MAOA enzyme, which affects serotonin levels in the 
brain. The low-activity variant of the gene is sometimes known 
as the ‘warrior gene’ because it leads to low MAOA activity in the 
brain and has been linked to aggression. However, this only seems 
to be the case if the gene is combined with early traumatic life 
events. 

9. Answer: Monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) is an enzyme that breaks 
down important neurotransmitters in the brain, including dopamine 
and serotonin; low levels of serotonin have been associated with 
impulsive and aggressive behaviour. MAOA is regulated by the 
MAOA gene, and humans have various forms of the gene, resulting 
in different levels of activity of the enzyme. One variant of the gene 
is associated with high levels of MAOA (MAOA-H), and another 
variant is associated with low levels (MAOA-L). Several studies 
have now found a correlation between the low-activity form of the 
MAOA gene and aggression.

6. Answer: Primary data is data that is collected first hand by the 
researcher for the purpose of that particular study. In the context 
of Item A, the researcher has conducted her own observations 
and interviews, which would be two examples of primary data. 
Secondary data, on the other hand, is data that exists already and 
was not collected specifically for the aim of that study. Again, in 
the context of Item A, the psychologist makes use of brain scans 
and medical reports that were collected by someone else, so these 
would be examples of secondary data. 

7. Answer: There are methodological issues associated with the 
use of case studies. By only studying one individual, it is very 
difficult to generalise any findings to the wider population since 
results are likely to be so unique. In this case, the child was 
adopted at 18 months and had damage to the amygdala. This, 
therefore, creates issues with external validity as psychologists are 
unable to conclude with confidence that anyone beyond the ‘case’ 
(who also was adopted and suffers from the same brain damage) 
will behave in the same way under similar circumstances, thus 
lowering population validity.

12. Answer: One limitation is that most research into neural 
influences on aggression is correlational. This means it is not 
possible to say that abnormal activity within the brain caused 
aggression. It could be that the increased aggression caused the 
brain differences or a third factor, such as growing up in a family 
where violence and aggression is the norm caused both the 
aggressive behaviour and the abnormal activity within the brain. 

11. Answer: Wong et al. (1997) undertook MRI scans of 19 violent 
male criminals in Broadmoor hospital and compared the size of 
the amygdala with 20 ‘normal’ control subjects. He found that the 
volume of the amygdala was significantly smaller in the 19 violent 
criminals, thus supporting the role of the amygdala and limbic 
system in aggression.

10. Answer: There is evidence to support the role of genetic 
factors in aggression. For example, twin studies have shown 
higher concordance rates for aggression for MZ twins than for 
DZ twins, suggesting that genetic factors account for about 50% 
of the variance in aggressive behaviour (Coccaro et al., 1997). 
However, it is very difficult for researchers to separate genetic 
and environmental factors when establishing the influence of 
genetic factors in aggression. For example, in twin studies, the 
concordance rates for MZ twins might be higher because they 
are more likely to be treated similarly than DZ twins. Even for MZ 
twins, the concordance rates for aggression are never more than 
50%, which suggests that environmental factors have an equally 
important role to play in aggression.
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1. Which one of the following terms is not 
associated with the ethological explanation of 
aggression?

2. Which one of the following statements 
regarding the ethological explanations of 
aggression is true?

3. In the context of the ethological explanation 
for aggression, briefly explain what is meant by 
the term innate releasing mechanism.

4. In the context of the ethological explanation 
for aggression, explain what is meant by a fixed 
action pattern.

5. Outline the ethological explanation of 
aggression.

8. The psychologist used a chi-square test to 
analyse the data. With reference to levels of 
measurement, explain why this is a suitable 
test to use for this data.

9. Use your knowledge of innate releasing 
mechanisms and fixed action patterns to 
explain the findings shown in Table 1.

6. In the study with sticklebacks, the 
psychologist proposed a directional hypothesis. 
Write an operationalised directional hypothesis 
for this investigation.

7. Sketch a suitable graphical display to 
represent the data in Table 1. Label your graph 
appropriately.

12. Apart from contradictory evidence, explain 
one limitation of the ethological explanation of 
aggression.

11. Outline one study that contradicts/
challenges the ethological explanation for 
aggression.

10. Outline one study that supports the 
ethological explanation for aggression.
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aggression: Ethological explanations

Aggression

A psychologist was interested in investigating IRMs and FAPs in sticklebacks during the mating 
season. During this time, male sticklebacks develop a red spot on their underbelly. He wanted 
to see whether the sight of a model fish with a red spot on its underbelly would trigger an 
aggressive display. He made two models, one with a red spot and one without and placed each 
in the water and observed the reactions of other male fish. The findings are shown in Table 1.
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A. Aggression is learned.
B. Aggression is ritualistic.
C. It is best to study animal aggression in the laboratory.
D. Aggression is not viewed as an adaptive behaviour.

 A. Innate releasing mechanisms
 B. Fixed adaptive patterns
 C. Stereotyped behaviours
 D. Ballistic behaviours

Model fish with 
red spot

Model fish with 
no red spot

Number of male sticklebacks 
showing an aggressive display 20 5

Number of male sticklebacks not 
showing an aggressive display 7 32

SAMPLE



Ethological explanations suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. The experiment conducted was a laboratory experiment. Explain how the psychologist could 
conduct similar research using a natural experiment. (3 marks)
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1. Answer: B. Fixed adaptive patterns. 2. Answer: B. Aggression is ritualistic. 3. Answer: It is an in-built biological structure or process (e.g. 
network of neurons within the brain), which when activated by 
a specific environmental or sign stimulus releases a specific 
sequence of behaviours known as a fixed action pattern.

4. Answer: Fixed action patterns are a specific sequence of 
behaviours that are activated as a response to an identifiable 
environmental or sign stimulus. They are relatively unchanging, 
universal in members of the species, unaffected by learning, 
ballistic (once triggered the behaviour cannot be altered), and 
single-purpose. An example related to aggression is the way male 
Siamese fighting fish displaying a ritualised ‘puffing’ behaviour to 
make themselves more threatening to other males.

5. Answer: Aggression is seen as providing an adaptive function by 
ethologists. It is seen as an adaptive behaviour that can help survival, due 
to helping protect resources such as land and food. Defeated animals are 
rarely killed; instead, they are forced to establish a territory elsewhere, 
reducing competition pressure and the possibility of starvation. Aggression 
can establish dominance hierarchies, and these are vital to allow access 
to resources, such as females. A lot of aggression is ritualistic, meaning 
a series of behaviours carried out in a set order (fixed action pattern), in 
response to a specific environmental stimulus. For example, intra-species 
aggressive confrontations often end with ritual appeasement displays, to 
indicate defeat and to stop the victor causing any damage to the loser. 
This is adaptive as too many deaths would threaten the existence of the 
species.

8. Answer: The Chi-squared test was appropriated because the 
researcher was looking for a test of difference (not an association); 
the data was nominal (the males either showed aggression or did 
not) and the design was unrelated (independent groups). 
 

9. Answer: It is believed that animals have a built-in neural structure 
(a network of neurons) which, when exposed to specific stimuli (signs 
or releasers) such as facial expressions, will cause the release of an 
automatic behavioural response (a fixed action pattern).  This inbuilt 
biological structure or process is called the innate releasing mechanism 
(IRM). Fixed action patterns are behavioural sequences that occur as 
a result of innate releasing mechanisms. The data is table one clearly 
shows that male sticklebacks have an innate releasing mechanism, which 
when exposed to another male fish with a red spot, will result in a fixed 
action pattern, an aggressive display. This is why significantly more males 
(20) displayed aggression when presented with a model with a red spot 
compared to only five males which displayed aggression when a model 
with no red spot.

6. Answer: Significantly more male sticklebacks will show an act 
of aggression when presented with a model fish with a red spot in 
comparison to the male sticklebacks who are shown a model fish 
without a red spot.

7. Answer: ...

12. Answer: One limitation is that ethologists such as Tinbergen 
and Lorenz both made generalisations about aggression in humans 
despite Lorenz not studying higher mammals such as primates and 
Tinbergen choosing not to study the extreme destructive violence 
that is often a feature of human aggression. Therefore, generalising 
their explanations to human aggression may not be valid. 

11. Answer: Goodall (2010) challenges the view that intra-species 
aggression has evolved into a self-limiting and relatively physically 
harmless ritual. She observed groups of chimpanzees that 
waged a brutal war against neighbouring groups of chimpanzees, 
slaughtering all members of the group, which is hard to explain 
from an ethological standpoint as the risk of injury to the attacking 
group is high and thus does not appear to be an adaptive 
behaviour.

10. Answer: Tinbergen (1951) presented male sticklebacks with 
a wooden model; if the wooden model had a red spot, then the 
male stickleback would attack. However, without the red spot, the 
male stickleback would not react, and there was no aggression 
displayed, even if the model looked realistically like a stickleback. 
This supports the idea of the red spot (that normally appears on the 
underbelly of male sticklebacks during the mating season) being 
a sign stimulus that triggers the innate releasing mechanism of 
aggression. SAMPLE



1. Which one of the following terms is not 
associated with evolutionary explanations for 
human aggression?

2. In relation to evolutionary explanations of 
human aggression, which one of the following 
statements is true?

3. Outline one or more evolutionary 
explanations of human aggression. 

4. Use your knowledge of evolutionary 
explanations of human aggression to explain 
Tom’s recent behaviour (Item A).

5. Explain one limitation of using questionnaires 
to investigate gender differences in sexual 
jealousy and aggression between males and 
females (Item B).

8. The psychologist was worried about the 
reliability of the content analysis. Briefly explain 
one way that she could have assessed the 
reliability of the content analysis.

9. Identify one ethical issue the psychologist 
would need to consider in this investigation and 
explain how it could have been dealt with.

6. Explain how the psychologist could use 
content analysis to analyse participants’ 
responses to the scenario about a partner 
cheating.

7. Explain one limitation of using content 
analysis to analyse the responses. 

12. Explain one limitation of evolutionary 
explanations of human aggression.

11. Apart from evidence to support it, explain 
one strength of evolutionary explanations of 
human aggression. 

10. Outline one study that supports evolutionary 
explanations of human aggression.
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aggression: evolutionary explanations

Aggression

Item A
Tom and his wife have been married for a while and have decided to have a baby. Tom’s wife 
is concerned because since they stopped using contraception, he seems to have become 
very jealous. He has begun to question her about where she has been and threaten her with 
violence if she cheats on him.

Item B
A psychologist used questionnaires to investigate differences 
in sexual jealousy and aggression between males and females. 
One question involved participants being given a scenario 
where a person found out that their romantic partner had 
been cheating on them. The participants were then asked how 
they would respond if it were to happen to them, and their 
responses were analysed using content analysis. 
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A. Aggression is a learned behaviour.
B. Aggression helps secure resources and access to 
mates.
C. Evolutionary explanations can explain cultural 
differences in aggression.
D. Evolutionary explanations are easy to falsify.

 A. Adaptive
 B. Sexual selection
 C. Survival
 D. Catharsis

SAMPLE



evolutionary explanations suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. The psychologist decided to conduct follow-up interviews on some of the male participants. State 
one open and one closed question the psychologist could ask as part of her interviews. (4 marks)
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1. Answer: D. Catharsis 2. Answer: B. Aggression helps secure resources and access to 
mates.

3. Answer: In our ancestral past (the Environment of Evolutionary 
Adaptiveness), aggression would have helped an individual survive, 
as it would have helped to secure resources, food, territory and 
access to mates. Aggression would have been adaptive, as it 
would have allowed our ancestors to survive and be more likely to 
reproduce and pass on their genes (including those for aggression) 
to their offspring. This is referred to as natural selection. In 
addition, sexual selection can be used to explain aggression in 
males. Males would be more likely to survive if they displayed 
aggression as a way of protecting their mates. This behaviour 
would then be sexually selected for by females.

4. Answer: Evolutionary explanations argue that sexual jealousy is a 
major motivator of aggressive behaviour in males. This is because, for 
our ancestors, men could never be entirely sure that they are the father 
of a child. As a result, men face a very real threat of cuckoldry, raising 
offspring that is not their own. Consequently, for our ancestors, men who 
could avoid this were more successful, so psychological mechanisms 
have evolved to avoid the risk of cuckoldry, including sexual jealously and 
aggressive strategies that are aimed at preventing females from straying 
away. This would explain why Tom has become more jealous now that 
he and his wife have stopped using contraception – this jealous because 
will help make Tom more alert to any potentially unfaithful behaviour. 
Furthermore, the aggressive behaviour/acts mentioned are aimed at 
ensuring his wife remains faithful.

5. Answer: One limitation of using questionnaires in psychological 
research is that the participants may answer in a socially desirable 
way, where they try to portray themselves in the best possible 
light. This could be especially true in a questionnaire that is asking 
about jealousy and aggression as the participants might provide 
answers that suggest that they do not experience feelings of 
aggression and/or jealous to appear ‘better’. This would reduce the 
validity of the findings as the researcher is not gaining an insight 
into their real thoughts/feelings.

8. Answer: The reliability of the content analysis could be assessed 
using inter-rater reliability. This would involve two different 
psychologists carrying out the content analysis independently. 
These ratings would then be correlated using a spearman’s rho 
statistical test, and if the results show more than a 0.7 correlation 
between the two psychologists, the results would be said to show 
good inter-observer reliability.
 

9. Answer: One issue that the psychologist would need to consider 
is confidentiality. As the participants are providing information 
related to sensitive topics (jealousy and aggression), it is important 
that no one is able to identify them from their responses. To deal 
with this, the psychologist should replace their names with a code 
so that no one can identify the person from their questionnaire. 
This would ensure that their data remains confidential.

6. Answer: Following the data collection, the researcher would read 
through questionnaire responses and examine the data so that 
they become familiar with it. The research would identify coding 
units (e.g. units related to cheating, jealousy, aggression). The 
researcher would re-read the questionnaire responses and apply 
the coding units. Finally, the researcher would tally the number 
of times the coding units appear to draw conclusions about the 
nature of aggression in males/females as a result of cheating.

7. Answer: There is the possibility that content analysis can 
produce findings that are very subjective. For example, the 
researcher may interpret some of the questionnaire responses in a 
completely different manner from how they were intended, due to 
their own preconceptions, judgements or biases. Furthermore, the 
research may try and interpret the answers to support evolutionary 
explanations of aggression, as this is what they are investigating. 
As a result, the validity of findings from a content analysis can be 
questioned since it may not have been measuring what it intended 
to with accuracy.

12. Answer: One limitation is that evolutionary explanations can 
be accused of being ‘post hoc’, as the explanations are offered 
thousands of years after the behaviour would have been adaptive. 
Human evolution has taken over 10,000 years, and therefore we 
cannot directly observe if this aggressive behaviour is actually 
adaptive. Fossil evidence cannot provide us with in-depth 
meanings behind the behaviour of our ancestors. This also makes 
the explanations impossible to falsify, which is one of the criteria 
for something to be viewed as scientific.

11. Answer: One strength is that evolutionary explanations are able 
to account for gender differences in aggression, such as males 
being more physically aggressive and females being more verbally 
aggressive. This is because a female being physically aggressive 
would put the survival of her and her offspring at risk. Verbal 
aggression would be a more adaptive strategy to remove female 
rivals as she could retain her male partner who provides resources 
and avoids becoming involved in life-threatening situations.

10. Answer: Shackleford et al. (2005) studied intimate partner 
violence in heterosexual couples. 107 married couples who had 
been married less than a year completed questionnaires; it was 
found that the extent of male retention strategies employed 
by the men (e.g. using guarding or negative inducements) was 
significantly correlated with the extent of male-directed violence 
towards their partners. This supports the evolutionary explanation 
that aggressive male mate retention strategies are used to deter 
females from committing infidelity. SAMPLE



1. Which one of these terms is not associated
with deindividuation?

2. Which one of these statements about the
frustration-aggression hypothesis is false?

3. Outline the frustration-aggression
hypothesis.

4. Use your knowledge of the frustration-
aggression hypothesis to explain Jemma’s
behaviour.

5. Outline deindividuation as an explanation for
aggression.

8. Explain one limitation of using participant
observation to study deindividuation.

9. Explain one limitation of the frustration-
aggression hypothesis.

6. Explain why the study in Item B can be
described as participant observation.

7. Explain one strength of using participant
observation to study deindividuation.

12. Apart from research evidence, explain one
other strength or limitation of deindividuation as
an explanation of aggression.

11. Outline one study that challenges/
contradicts deindividuation as an explanation of
aggression.

10. Outline one study that supports
deindividuation as an explanation of aggression.
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aggression: the frustration aggression hypothesis

Aggression

Item A
Jemma had been led to believe that she would receive a promotion at work. However, her boss 
spoke to her and said that she was not going to receive a promotion because someone else 
was moving across from another branch, and they needed to be given the position instead. 
Jemma was really upset and slammed the door hard as she left the office. When her friend 
asked what the matter was, Jemma shouted that it was none of her business. 

Item B
A psychologist decided 
to investigate aggression 
within crowds. He attended 
a number of demonstrations 
where aggression was likely 
to occur, mingling with the 
crowds to try to find out 
whether people lose their 
self-awareness and have 
less fear of retribution for 
behaving aggressively. 
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A. Aggression is viewed as a psychological drive.
B. Aggression is cathartic.
C. The aggression has to be directed towards the
source of the frustration.
D. Aggression satisfies frustration.

 A. Anonymity
 B. Self-awareness
 C. Loss of personal identity
 D. Identification

SAMPLE



the frustration aggression hypothesis suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. The psychologist decided to conduct another observation using a covert non-participant observa-
tion. Explain how they could have carried out this research. (4 marks)
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1. Answer: D. Identification 2. Answer: C. The aggression has to be directed towards the source 
of the frustration.

3. Answer: Dollard et al. (1939) proposed that if we experience 
frustration, by being prevented from achieving a goal by some 
external factor, this leads to aggression. The aggressive provides 
a cathartic release of the build-up of frustration. The aggression 
cannot always be directed at the source of aggression, which may 
be abstract such as lack of money, or too powerful, as the risk of 
punishment is too high. Therefore displacement occurs, where the 
aggression is deflected onto something or someone else.

4. Answer: Jemma’s behaviour can be explained by the frustration-
aggression hypothesis because she is being prevented from 
achieving a goal by an external factor, in this case her boss, who 
is denying her a promotion. Furthermore, the aggression can not 
be directly targeted at her boss because he is more powerful, and 
the risk of punishment (e.g. being fired) is too high. Therefore, she 
displaces her aggression by slamming a door and shouting at her 
friend instead.

5. Answer: Deindividuation is a psychological state where an 
individual loses their personal identity within a group. They also 
tend to lose self-awareness so they stop monitoring and regulating 
their own behaviour. This can free them from the constraints of 
social norms, meaning they feel less accountable for aggressive 
behaviour. Conditions such as darkness, drugs, alcohol, uniform 
and masks have been found to promote aggressive behaviour. 
Anonymity is a major factor, as the individual has less fear of 
retribution. 

8. Answer: A disadvantage of using the participant observation 
method is the possibility of investigator effects and the impact 
of the researcher on the other participants’ behaviour. The mere 
presence of the investigator as a member within the group might 
influence the participants’ behaviour in a way which was not 
intended. In this case, the presence of a researcher (especially if 
the people are aware) might make them act less aggressively and 
therefore reduce the validity of the findings. 

9. Answer: One limitation of the frustration-aggression hypothesis 
is that the research support has mainly come from laboratory 
experiments, and therefore there are issues of ecological validity 
that can be questioned. Ecological validity is the extent to which 
any research can be applied outside of the research setting, in 
this case, a laboratory. Whether the participants in laboratory 
experiments would carry out actual aggression when faced with an 
external stimulus that incited aggression is not certain. Therefore, 
further research, in a natural setting, is required to determine 
whether the findings of laboratory studies are the same in the real 
world.

6. Answer: In a participant observation, the person who is 
conducting the observation also takes part in the activity being 
observed. In this case, the observer is mingling with crowds and is 
therefore interacting with the people being observed.

7. Answer: A strength of using participant observations in 
psychological research is that the researcher can obtain in-depth 
data.  Since the observer is in close proximity to the participants 
(e.g. by mingling with them), they are able to gain a unique insight 
into the phenomenon in question. Therefore, the researcher should 
gain a better understanding of aggression within crowds because 
they are taking part.

12. Answer: One limitation is that it is difficult to separate the 
effects of deindividuation from other explanations of aggression, 
such as social learning. Some sporting events such as football 
which attracts huge crowds have had a long history of violence and 
aggression on the pitch and from the fans. Yet sports such as rugby 
and cricket also attract huge crowds yet have not experienced 
the same problems with anti-social behaviour. This suggests 
that rather than deindividuation being responsible for aggressive 
crowd behaviour, it may be better explained by cultural factors 
internalised through the process of social learning.

11. Answer: Gergen et al. (1973) selected groups of 8 participants 
who were all strangers. They were placed in a completely dark 
room for one hour and told to do whatever they wanted, with no 
rules to stop them. It did not take long for them to stop talking 
and start kissing and touching each other intimately. However, 
aggression never occurred, which challenges the idea that 
deindividuation alone is responsible for aggression. 

10. Answer: Johnson & Downing (1979) conducted an experiment 
where female participants were either dressed in a Ku Klux Klan-
type outfit which masked their faces entirely, dressed as nurses or 
wearing normal clothes. The participants then had to give (fake) 
electric shocks to a confederate. The participants in the Ku-Klux 
Klan-type outfits gave much higher levels of shocks than the 
other groups, demonstrating that when individuals are disguised, 
and their identity is hidden, they may be more likely to undertake 
aggressive acts. SAMPLE



1. Which one of the following is not a term 
associated with social learning theory as 
applied to aggression?

2. Which one of the following statements 
regarding social learning theory as applied to 
human aggression is false?

3. Outline social learning theory as applied to 
aggression.

4. Use your knowledge of social learning theory 
to explain why Susie (Item A) may have begun 
to behave aggressively towards her sister.

5. Identify the type of experimental method 
used in this investigation. Explain one strength 
of using this type of experimental method in 
this investigation.

8. Explain what the mean and standard 
deviation values in Table 1 suggest regarding 
social learning as an explanation for 
aggression. Justify your answer. 

9. Identify an appropriate statistical test for the 
psychologist to use to analyse the data. Justify 
your answer. 

6. State the operationalised independent 
variable and the operationalised dependent 
variable in this investigation.

7. Identify one variable that the two conditions 
needed to be matched on. Justify your answer.

12. Explain one limitation of social learning 
theory as applied to aggression.

11. Apart from supporting evidence, explain one 
strength of social learning theory as applied to 
aggression.

10. Outline one research study that supports 
social learning theory as applied to aggression.
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aggression: social learning theory

Aggression

Item A
Susie has just started nursery, and her mother has noticed that she has started to behave aggressively 
towards her little sister. When she mentions this to the nursery staff, they say that Susie spends a lot of 
time playing with Sally, who they often have to tell off for hitting and kicking the other children. 

Item B
An experiment was conducted to see whether children were more likely to imitate the aggression 
shown by a cartoon character or a real person. A matched pairs design was used, and each child was 
shown either a 5-minute video of a cartoon character or of a real person behaving aggressively towards 
an inflatable toy. Each child was then given the same inflatable toy to play with for 10 minutes while 
being observed by two psychologists from behind a two-way mirror. The number of aggressive acts 
towards the toy was counted. The results are shown in Table 1. 
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A. Vicarious reinforcement involves observing the consequences of 
aggression.
B. Imitation can only take place if someone is motivated to behave 
aggressively.
C. Vicarious reinforcement is an example of direct reinforcement.
D. In order to imitate aggressive behaviour, the observer has to 
remember it.

 A. Modelling
 B. Reproduction
 C. Self-efficacy
 D. Cue-arousal

Observed cartoon 
character

Observed real 
person

Mean number of aggressive acts 4.2 6.7

Standard deviation 1.5 0.7

SAMPLE



social learning theory suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. Critics often argue that the link between learning and aggression is correlational. Explain why 
this is an issue for the social learning explanation of aggression. (4 marks)
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1. Answer: D. Cue-arousal 2. Answer: C. Vicarious reinforcement is an example of direct 
reinforcement.

3. Answer: Social learning theory states that individuals become 
aggressive by imitating role models. SLT states that observational 
learning takes place and that this learning is reinforced vicariously. 
Vicarious reinforcement occurs when a person witnesses a model 
being rewarded for behaving in an aggressive way. Vicarious 
reinforcement makes it more likely that the model’s behaviour will 
be imitated in the future.  

4. Answer: Susie may act aggressively because she is imitating 
Sally, who is known to be aggressive. Susie might look up to 
Sally as a role model, and this is more likely because Sally is also 
female and of the same age. Furthermore, if Susie observes Sally 
being rewarded for being aggressive, e.g. by getting access to the 
toys she wants, she might imitate this behaviour because she is 
learning vicariously.

5. Answer: Laboratory experiment. A strength of laboratory 
experiments is the high degree of control over extraneous 
variables. A researcher is able to prevent extraneous variables 
from affecting the results. In the context of this experiment, the 
experimenter can control the type of toy; the length of time the 
children observed the model, etc. This then allows the researcher 
to be more confident in their conclusions about the relationship 
between the IV and DV are more valid.

8. Answer: The mean scores suggest that children are much more 
likely to imitate a real person in comparison to a cartoon character. 
This is because the mean number of observed acts of aggression 
was significantly higher (+2.5) when the children observed a 
real person acting aggressively. Furthermore, the results in this 
condition were also more consistent, as the standard deviation was 
significantly lower (-0.8), suggesting that the effect of observing 
a real person is more consistent than the effect of watching a 
cartoon character.

9. Answer: Related t-test. This is because the data obtained was 
interval (the number of aggressive acts); the design was related 
(matched pairs), and the researcher was looking for a difference 
(not an association). 

6. Answer: IV = Whether the child watched a 5-minute video of 
a cartoon character acting aggressively or a real person acting 
aggressively.
DV = The number of aggressive acts towards the toy.

7. Answer: One variable that the two conditions needed to be 
matched on is sex. Male and female children are likely to have 
different levels of natural aggression, therefore for every male child 
in condition one, there needed to be a male child in condition two. 
This would help to ensure the innate/natural levels of aggression 
did not affect the results.

12. Answer: Social learning theory can explain some forms of 
aggression; however, reactive aggression is harder to explain with 
social learning theory. When aggression is carried out as a reaction 
to an external stimulus such as jealousy, pain or loneliness, this 
may be better explained by the frustration-aggression hypothesis 
rather than as a result of observational learning as proposed by 
social learning theory.

11. Answer: One strength of SLT is its practical applications to 
the media. If we know that the observation of aggressive acts in 
the media, especially those which are reinforced, can promote 
aggressive behaviour in children (and even adults), it provides us 
with the knowledge to break the cycle of aggression. Attempts to 
achieve this have already taken place; the 9 pm Watershed is a 
good example of reducing exposure to violent and inappropriate 
content, with the goal of ensuring that children do not imitate 
socially inappropriate behaviour. This has been made possible due 
to our increased understanding of the link between social learning 
and aggression. 

10. Answer: Bandura examined 72 children aged between 3 and 
6 years old. 24 children observed an aggressive model (an adult 
who hit and shouted at a “Bobo doll”); 24 children observed a 
non-aggressive model; 24 children did not observe a model. 
Children who saw the aggressive model produced more aggressive 
acts than those in either other groups. Boys imitated same-sex 
models more than girls. Girls imitated more physical aggression 
if they saw male models and more verbal aggression if they saw 
female models. Bandura concluded that aggression can be learned 
through modelling. SAMPLE



1. Which one of the following is not a 
dispositional factor linked to aggression in 
prisons?

2. Which one of the following is not a situational 
factor linked to aggression in prisons?

3. Explain what is meant by institutional 
aggression. 

4. Explain the difference between situational 
and dispositional explanations for institutional 
aggression.

5. Outline one situational explanation for 
institutional aggression in the context of 
prisons.

8. Identify the sampling technique used by the 
psychologist and explain one limitation of using 
this sampling technique in this investigation. 

9. Give an example of one question the psychologist 
could have used that would have collected qualitative 
data regarding whether situational factors are 
responsible for aggression within prisons.

6. Outline one dispositional explanation for 
institutional aggression in the context of 
prisons.

7. Explain one strength of the psychologist 
using unstructured interviews in her 
investigation (Item B). 

12. Evaluate dispositional explanations for 
institutional aggression in the context of 
prisons.

11. Explain one limitation of situational 
explanations for institutional aggression in the 
context of prisons.

10. Explain one strength of situational 
explanations for institutional aggression in the 
context of prisons.
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aggression: institutional aggression

Aggression

Item A
Recently there were a lot of aggressive incidents in a men’s prison. At the time the prison was 
overcrowded, which meant that the guards had to resort to locking prisoners in their cells for 
long periods of time in order to prevent too many prisoners mixing together at a time. They 
were particularly worried about prisoners mixing as there were quite a few gang members in 
the prison from different gangs, as well as other prisoners who had been convicted for offences 
involving violence. 

Item B
A forensic psychologist decided to investigate dispositional and 
situational factors that might be responsible for aggression in 
prisons using unstructured interviews. She conducted interviews 
with ten prisoners at the prison where she worked.
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A. Deprivation of material goods
B. Overcrowding
C. Feeling unsafe
D. Social class

 A. Overcrowding
 B. Gang membership
 C. Learning experiences
 D. Gender

SAMPLE



institutional aggression suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. Explain how the psychologist could use thematic analysis to analyse the interviews. (4 marks)
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1. Answer: A. Overcrowding 2. Answer: D. Social class 3. Answer: Institutional aggression refers to aggressive behaviours 
adopted by members of an institution. An institution is any formal 
organised setting, with strict rules, such as a prison.

4. Answer: Dispositional explanations for institutional aggression, 
in the context of prisons, suggest that aggression occurs as the 
result of individual characteristics that prisoners bring into the 
institution. Situational explanations, on the other hand, focus on 
aggression stemming from factors within the social situation (e.g. 
overcrowding).
 

5. Answer: One situational explanation is the deprivation model 
put forward by Sykes (1958), which proposes that aggression 
results from a number of environmental deprivations. These are 
deprivation of liberty; deprivation of autonomy; deprivation of 
material goods; deprivation of heterosexual relationships and 
deprivation of security. These deprivations are stressful for the 
prisoner, who cope by resorting to aggressive behaviour. This is 
especially true for deprivation of material goods, as this increases 
competition amongst inmates to acquire them, accompanied by an 
increase in aggression. 

8. Answer: Opportunity sampling. The psychologist simply asked 
the prisoners who were available and willing within her prison to 
take part. However, as the sample is drawn from a very specific 
area or location (just one prison), this means that the results will 
only apply to her context and she cannot generalise the findings of 
situational/dispositional aggression to other settings.

9. Answer: Explain why being in prison makes some of the inmates 
more aggressive. 

6. Answer: One dispositional explanation is the importation model 
(Irwin and Cressey, 1962). This suggests that prisoners bring their 
aggression with them into prison. This is because prisoners arrive 
into prison with beliefs, values, norms, attitudes related to violent 
behaviour, as well as prior learning history. They then use their 
aggressive behaviours to establish power, status, influence and 
access to resources. 

7. Answer: Unstructured interviews generate large quantities of 
rich and interesting qualitative data. This allows the interviewer 
to clarify the meaning and gain further information from the 
participant if required to fully understand complex human 
behaviour. In the context of this investigation, unstructured 
interviews would provide the psychologist with an opportunity to 
understand why, in the opinion of inmates, aggression occurs. 

12. Answer: Gaes et al. (1988) studied 82,000 prisoners in US prisons and 
found prisoners with Hispanic origins were more violent than those with a 
non-Hispanic origin. Also, prisoners with Asian origins were less likely to 
be violent than those who were non-Asian. This research supports the view 
that culture and consequently, ethnicity are factors that can contribute 
to aggression being imported into the prison institution. However, DeLisi 
(2004) studied 813 male inmates in US prisons and found no correlation 
between violence in prisons and previous gang membership. Therefore, 
there is conflicting research support for the dispositional explanation. The 
importation model predicts that violence and aggression is introduced by 
individuals with a culture of aggression in their lives. It would be expected 
that gang members would be more likely to display aggression inside 
prisons, but DeLisi (2004) found no evidence to support this prediction.

11. Answer: Camp & Gaes (2005) undertook a field experiment 
where they randomly allocated 561 male inmates to two different 
categories of prisons, low security and high security. The inmates 
had been matched on criminal history and predisposition to 
aggression. Camp and Gaes (2005) found that the individuals were 
just as likely to behave aggressively in the low-security prison 
(33%) as in the high-security prison (36%). This demonstrates that 
aggression in prisons is more likely to be a result of the individuals 
rather than the situation. Low-security prisons should have 
afforded less stress to the inmates, and there should have been a 
lower level of violence.

10. Answer: There are practical applications in our understanding 
that the prison environment can lead to aggression. In 2005, Wilson 
set up two units in HMP Woodhill where the overcrowding was 
reduced, music was introduced to reduce noisy conditions and the 
temperature was carefully controlled. He found that initiating these 
conditions was a successful way to lower levels of aggression. SAMPLE



1. Which one of the following describes 
disinhibition?

2. Which one of the following statements about 
desensitisation is false?

3. Briefly explain what is meant by cognitive 
priming in relation to media influences on 
aggression.

4. In relation to media influences on aggression, 
explain the role of disinhibition.

5. What are the two operationalised co-
variables in the study to see if there is a link 
between desensitisation and aggression?

8. Outline research that has investigated 
cognitive priming as an explanation for media 
influences on aggression.

9. Explain what research has told us about the 
effects of computer games on aggression. 

6. Sketch a suitable graphical display to 
represent the data in Table 1. Label your graph 
appropriately.

7. What does the data in the table and the 
graph suggest about the relationship between 
aggression and arousal?

12. Evaluate cognitive priming as an explanation 
for media influences on aggression.

11. Evaluate desensitisation as an explanation 
for media influences on aggression.

10. Evaluate research into the effects of film on 
aggression.

ST
AR

T
aggression: media

Aggression

A psychologist wanted to see whether 
desensitisation is linked to aggression. 
Participants had their arousal level 
measured using skin conductance 
response while watching violent 
media clips. After they had watched 
the media clips, the participants were 
instructed to blast what they believed 
to be another participant with noise 
(which was not actually switched on). 
The participant was free to choose the 
noise level. The results are shown in 
Table 1.
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A. Repeated watching of violent media increases arousal.
B. Desensitisation can be psychological as well as physiological.
C. Repeated viewing of violence may lead you to believe it is 
acceptable.
D. The more you watch violent media, the less aroused you become.

 A. Restraints being loosened after watching violent media.
 B. Violent media provides a script for how to behave.
 C. Repeated viewing of aggression makes us less anxious.
 D. Learning to be aggressive after watching violent media.

Participant
Skin onductance 
(GSR amplitude)

Level of noise given 
(in decibels)

1 1.5 95

2 4.1 40

3 2.2 70

4 0.5 80

5 3.5 45

6 2.8 65

7 3.1 60

8 0.8 95

9 4.3 50

10 1.3 90

SAMPLE



media suggested answers

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Now you have checked your answers to the consolidation questions,

complete the extension activity below.

13. The psychologist decided to test the significance of her data. Identify and explain what statistical 
test she should use to analyse whether her results are significant or not. (4 marks)
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1. Answer: A. Restraints being loosened after watching violent 
media.

2. Answer: A. Repeated watching of violent media increases 
arousal.

3. Answer: Cognitive priming was first proposed by Berkowitz 
(1984) to explain the short-term effects of media violence. 
This is because ‘priming’ refers to a temporary increase in the 
accessibility of thoughts and ideas. Berkowitz suggested that if 
people are exposed to violent media (e.g. films, video games), this 
activates thoughts or ideas about violence, which then activate 
(or prime) other aggressive thoughts due to their association in a 
person’s memory pathways.

4. Answer: Disinhibition can occur when people have watched a 
lot of violent media and begin to see aggression as normal. This 
means that their social and psychological inhibitions against using 
aggression can be loosened, leading them to think aggression in 
certain situations is justified.  If they then find themselves in a 
similar situation, they may act out some of the violence they have 
seen because they think it is socially acceptable. 

5. Answer: 
Covariable one: skin conductance measured via a GSR amplitude
Covariable two: level of noise (in decibels) blasted at another 
participant

8. Answer: Fischer and Greitemeyer (2006) asked male participants 
to listen to songs that included aggressively derogatory lyrics 
about women or to listen to neutral lyrics. They found that those 
who had been exposed to the aggressive song lyrics were 
more likely to give higher levels of hot chilli sauce to female 
confederates than those who had heard neutral lyrics. Fischer 
and Greitemeyer (200) also found that the misogynistic lyrics also 
resulted in the males recalling more negative attributes of women 
and reporting higher levels of aggression towards women. This 
procedure was replicated with female participants using ‘men 
hating’ song lyrics with similar results.

9. Answer: Laboratory experiments have told us that people playing 
violent computer games are more likely to behave aggressively. 
For example, Bartholow and Anderson (2002) found that students 
who played a violent game delivered significantly higher levels of 
white noise to their opponent than those who played a non-violent 
game. Correlational research has told us that there is a relationship 
between the amount of time people play video games and their 
aggressive behaviour. For example, DeLisi et al. (2013) found a 
significant positive correlation between how often they played 
violent video games and their aggressive behaviours.

6. Answer: ...

7. Answer: The data suggests that there is a negative correlation 
between arousal and aggression. Therefore, the more aroused 
someone is, the less aggressive they were (as they gave a sound 
blast that was lower in decibels).

12. Answer: There is evidence to support cognitive priming. For 
example, Anderson and Dill (2000) found that individuals who 
played violent computer games had more cognitively accessible 
aggressive thoughts than individuals who played non-violent 
computer games. They concluded that a single incident of violent 
gameplay had primed aggressive thoughts in these participants. 
However, research has found that cognitive priming is less likely 
with less realistic media. For example, Atkin (1983) found that 
higher levels of aggression resulted from the viewing of more 
realistic or realistically perceived violence in computer games. This 
suggests that exposure to cartoon or animated forms of aggression 
may have less of a priming effect, which could be applied when 
producing computer games suitable for children. 

11. Answer: Weisz and Earls (1995) showed 86 males and 106 female 
university students one of four films depicting various types of aggression: a) 
sexual aggression against a male (Deliverance); (b) sexual aggression against 
a female (Straw Dogs); (c) physical aggression (Die Hard 2); or (d) a neutral 
film containing no explicit scenes of physical or sexual aggression (Days 
of Thunder). After viewing the film, all subjects were asked to complete a 
252-item questionnaire measuring the acceptance of interpersonal violence, 
acceptance of rape myths, attraction to aggression and levels of empathy.  
Participants then viewed a re-enactment of a rape trial and completed a 23-
item rape trial questionnaire. Results showed males were more accepting of 
interpersonal violence and rape myths, more attracted to sexual aggression, 
less sympathetic toward the rape trial victim, and less likely to judge the 
defendant as guilty of rape. This supports desensitisation as an explanation 
for how the media can increase acceptance of aggressive behaviours.

10. Answer: Weisz and Earls (1995) showed 86 males and 106 
female university students one of four films depicting various types 
of aggression. However, an issue with research carried out into the 
effects of the media on aggression (for example, Weisz and Earls, 
1995) is that of ecological validity.  Most research has been carried 
out in laboratory settings and has measured aggression levels on a 
questionnaire or with subsequent behaviour towards confederates. 
This raises issues of validity as to whether the measured violence 
would occur in a ‘real world’ setting. Norms governing behaviour 
and particularly aggressive behaviour in public may be far more 
likely to inhibit an aggressive response where the repercussions 
could be fines or a prison sentence.
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